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LD-500 
 Non volatile events storage over 2 months 
 Easy and intuitive programming by keyboard or Software 
 Total control of parameters by integrated LCD display 
 Wired or modem data transmission 
 Excellent sound even with high attenuation levels 
 Balanced audio in&outs 
 USB connection 
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 The LD500 Sound Pressure Level Controller limits the full audio range in a 
global basis, which prevents changes in the music equalization 

 Balanced audio in&out     
 Audio circuitry designed with professional characteristics with the foresight that 

only the level will be limited, not the actual sound quality  
 Controls over 60 dB input range 
 As limit control source can use both the microphone signal or audio line out , 

thus avoiding crowd noise influences on the level output   
 Remembers the last gain attenuation, thus maintaining the right level when 

music starts again 
 Global and steady Gain setup. Adjust a permanent gain for all the chain, 

setting a max level even without dynamic control  
 Includes an remote level meter, dBA calibrated for visual control by sound 

operator  
 Programming accessed by a 4 digit keycode and security seal  
 Allows programming on 4 different times and levels over seven days of week 
 6 Off Duty periods where the unit allows max level and not alarms are detected 
 Continuous checking for detecting any efficiency alteration 
 Check and log 3 types of alarms: Level (20sec over max allowed level) Mic 

(Microphone unplugged) or Malfunction (If mic is covered or moved from right 
position). 

 Rear utility input mute from Fire Alarm signal   
 Stores on non volatile memory all the activity events in monitored premises 

with time and date stamp  
 These registers are down loadable by laptop as report or graphics for further 

evaluation  and printing 
 Front panel USB connection to PC or through a modem connected on rear 

RS232. This allows remote checking of the unit even SPL real time monitoring 
 When any change in programming is made, the software records the user ID in 

the memory to identify user that has accessed the limiter    
 Offers an embedded Pink Noise generator  
 Certified by ATWireless-CETECOM complies with Directive 326/2003  
 Complies with CE mark in Electrical Security and Electromagnetic Compatibility 

Rules  
 
 
Manufacturer reserves the right of any changes to improve design without prior notice 
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